Ready for Launch and the
Sky’s the Limit

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Kids learn how to launch their possessions early in life. It usually starts
with their pacifier launched via an explosive puff of air that sends parents scrambling to collect it (within five seconds –as a rule). Finding
delight in both the launch and the landing, children are quick to pick
up the physics of force and momentum as they later heft more toys into
the air. And while it’s no fun reclaiming the kid-propelled items that
occasionally make their way onto the roof of the house, fostering their
enthusiasm for launching toys is worth the air time. There are hidden
physic lessons as they learn about force, trajectory and mass along
the way! The sky’s the limit with these toys and games that break the
bonds of gravity and send playtime soaring!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Robotic UFO Helicopter

When Pigs Fly

Remote controlled air vehicles
have come so far in recent years.
The Robotic UFO Helicopter is
super lightweight and enclosed
in a semi-flexible spherical frame.
This vehicle launches smoothly and
follows a trajectory and altitude directed from a simple-to-use remote
control. With a flight-time of about 10 minutes between battery
charges, it’s an easy-to-master entry into the RC aircraft fleet.
The spherical frame protecting the propeller gives the moving
parts a good measure of ‘bounce-back’ protection as rookie pilots launch into occasional obstacles while their RC skills evolve.
Best enjoyed by kids eight and up, the Robotic UFO Helicopter
lets young pilots quickly launch their budding career as remotecontrol masters of the sky!

A hilarious twist on an
old expression, ‘When Pigs
Fly’ brings home the bacon
for energetic game play!
Players have their own collection of pigs in their pen
that they must get rid of to
win. Using the game’s cannons, pigs (attired with their own stylish scarves) are propelled upward in hopes that their scarf will
stick in the cloud cone. And while players feverishly are launching their porcine pieces, they’re also taking turns with a spinner
that may compel them to add more pigs to their pen, give pigs
to another player, or other actions that may help or hinder their
mission to get rid of their pigs. It’s fast, fun and definitely hogs
the action in the board game closet!

(Happy Cow)

(Poof Slinky)

Ultra Stomp Rocket

Hot Wheels Mega
Jump

(D-L Company)

In the market space for
stomp rockets, the Stomp
Rocket Ultra takes the high
ground with a smart, durable
design that sends lightweight
rockets soaring upward with
ease. Including 4 foam-tipped
rockets, the batteries-free set uses the force of a child’s stomp
on an air pad to launch the rockets skyward. Timid steps on the
launch pad quickly evolve to enthusiastic stomps that send the
foam projectile far afield (and the rockets’ foam design ensures
that landings are harmless and damage-free to surroundings).
Exposing young minds to trajectory, projection, force and
motion – this intro to rocketry is one giant step toward stellar
playtime!

(Mattel)

There is almost no
time between the moment
little hands learn to roll a
toy car across a table and
the instant that same car
becomes airborne with imagined jumps and stunts. As kids
seek reputable roadway for their cars to journey farther (and
higher) the Mega Jump is an ideal addition to every Hot
Wheels enthusiast’s tool kit! With clamps that mount on the
child’s chosen obstacle, the challenge is to propel their auto
with just enough force to launch and land after a huge jump.
Best with additional Hot Wheels track to maximize the run up
to launch, unleash your kid’s inner ‘Dukes of Hazard’ with the
Hot Wheels Mega Jump track accessory!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
The Journey: There and Back Again
Every day is a journey for children. The travel to and from school, questing around
the neighborhood, and journeys of the spirit and imagination are all opportunities for
children to pursue adventure beyond the normal confines of home and hearth. And
for most journeys, the final leg brings a traveler full circle; back to where they started.
We return from our travels with a fuller appreciation for home, friends, family and all the
things that we carry in our heart when we’re away. The following titles all embody the
spirit of adventurous journeys, while carrying along the fondness for home that’s never
far away.

Journey

by Aaron Becker (Candlewick)
Faced with a distracted family and a yearning for adventure, a young girl picks up a red
crayon and draws a door into another world. As she travels through the neutral and pastel colors
of the alternate landscape, her vibrant red crayon creates the things she needs to venture forth.
She draws a red boat that takes her to a kingdom of kind people who welcome her exploration of
their world. She then draws a red balloon that wafts her among a not-so-kind army of the air. When
she’s captured by the airmen, her red crayon is lost …along with her means to return home. But a
flash of rich purple emerges and may solve her problems both at home and abroad. A brilliantly
executed work of art and storytelling, “Journey” is a steampunk-styled flight of wordless fancy that
children will revisit again and again.

Following Papa’s Song

by Gianna Marino (Viking/Penguin)
In the seemingly endless ocean, Little Blue, a young blue whale, is preparing with his family for his first migration. But he’s worried about being separated from his father on the journey.
Traveling thousands of miles through the deep sea, a blue whale’s home is vast and moveable.
Home is where his family is. His father assures him that if he will listen, Little Blue can hear
Papa’s whale song and find him should he become lost. When Little Blue is distracted on the
journey and becomes lost in the deep, he will need all his listening skill to hear the song of
home. Lush edge-to-edge illustrations submerge the reader in all the hues of the deep oceans
as they plumb the depths with father and son. ‘Following Papa’s Song’ is a moving and beautiful reminder of the call of home that resonates through every journey.

Three Bears in a Boat

by David Soman (Dial/Penguin)
When three bears (playing where they shouldn’t) break their mother’s favorite blue seashell,
they immediately run to the beach to hide. And as they huddle in the shadow of their boat, the
brothers decide to undertake a quest; to sail away to find a blue shell. They query other seafaring
bears for clues as their journey carries them far afield, but their search yields no blue shell. As
their odyssey lengthens, their tempers grow shorter and home seems farther away than ever. It
takes the stirring of a great storm to reveal the welcome calms and turn their voyage homeward.
Complete with a cheeky nod to ‘Moby Dick’, this title is a reassuring testament to treasures and
safe welcome found at home.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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